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ABSTRACT

The possibilities of shaped electrodes in sending 
currents to the ground in any chosen direction are discussed 
from the point of view of mineral exploration® The Guard 
Ring Electrode and some of its modifications have been 
treated theoretically and experimentally® For any practical 
size of these ring type of electrodes, the depth of pene
tration or the range of focussing appear to be too small 
to be useful in prospecting. It may, however, be feasible 
to arrange a number of stakes at the same potential in a 
circle around a central stake at a lower potential, and 
use the system for very shallow explorations.
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INTRODUCTION
AND

STATEMENT OP THE PROBLEM

In the conventional methods of resistivity prospec
ting, the indications for vertical or near-vertical sub
surface discontinuities are gradual, mainly due to two 
reasons; (1) the current from a point electrode radiates 
in all directions, and (2) the resistance measured between 
a point electrode and any other point consists chiefly of 
the electrode resistance. This follows from the following 
formula for a spherical electrode on the surface of a semi- 
infinite medium,

where R = resistance,
p = resistivity of the medium,
3% = radius of the electrode, 
r =* distance of the point in question.

As r increases, the resistance approaches the limiting value 
of i » In other words, variations of resistivity in the*- it
medium, at distances large compared to the radius of the 
spherical electrode, would not cause appreciable changes 
in the quantities measured.

The idea of using shaped electrodes in order to in
corporate directional properties to the current was put



forward by George V* Keller, la a sense, this is similar to 
using shaped charges for seismic explosions. Being primarily 
interested in well-logging, he suggested a type of electrode 
shown in Flg,l. The electrode is to consist of three pieces

Figure 1
A, B and C - all kept at the same potential. With such an 
arrangement, the current will flow out in a thin horizontal 
sheet from B, Measurements are to be made only with the cen
tral electrode B, and the other two, A and C, are auxiliary 
and kept out of this circuit. In the ideal case when A and C 
extend indefinitely upwards and downwards, the resistance 
between this electrode (B} and any other point is given by,

1KELLER, GEORGE V,: ’An Improved Electrode System For Use
In Electric Logging) PRODUCERS‘MONTHLI, 
August, 1914-9.
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L being the length of the oentre electrode B. The resistance 
is no longer limited by the radius of the electrode, but in
creases with r.

The electrode has been used by the Halliburton Oil 
Well Cementing Company1 with the following advantages:

(1) Such logs more closely represent the actual lithe 
logic condition,

(2) The focussed current path eliminates such distor
tions as reversals, lags, shadow zones, craters eto.,which 
accompany the conventional electric logs* Determinations of 
true resistivity and fluid content are thus easier and more 
accurate with this new electrode - especially for thin beds,

(3) With this electrode, it is possible to obtain a 
log in extremely saline fluids,

(ij.) The necessity of applying corrections for elec
trode spacing in quantitative interpretations is eliminated.

The disadvantages are:
(1) The presence of a long metallic body in the bore

hole short-circuits the spontaneous current and thus deter
iorates the SP log,

(2) Simultaneous resistivity measurements at the same
level with any other electrical device are not possible.
J** Guard Electrode Logging*, Electrical Well Services Labora

tory Bulletin, HALLIBURTON OIL WELL CEMENTING COMPANY, 
April, 1952.
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The Laterolog1 used by the Schluraberger Well Sur
veying corporation aims to correct these two difficulties* 
Several point electrodes, arranged in a line and kept at 
suitable potentials, are used to obtain substantially the 
same type of current configuration as shown in Fig* 1.

No work has yet been done to explore the possibi
lities of a shaped electrode in the surface exploration for 
minerals* This is an attempt in that direction* The ability 
to focus the current in any particular direction would 
result in highly resolved field curves and thus enable us to 
locate the smaller ore-bodies with precision.

1DOLL,H*G*: ’The Laterolog: A New Resistivity Logging Method 
With Electrodes Using An Automatic Focussing 
SystemJ SCHLUMBERffER WELL SURVEYING CORPORATION.
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ORDINARY GUARD RING ELECTRODE 

Analysis

For analytical reasons, we shall take the shaped 
electrode in the form as shown in Fig.2, and call it the 
Guard Ring Electrode henceforward* Both the circular plate

A and the guard ring B ape to be 
kept at the same potential* The 
second electrode is infinitely far 
away so that it does not disturb 
the field of the Guard Ring Elec
trode in any manner*

Figure 2 We need to find the condi
tion that a set of non-inter sec ting surfaces F(x,y,z) as 6 
must satisfy in order that they may be equipotential sur
faces1* Since any value of 8 determines a particular member 
of the family, there must be one value of V (potential) for 
each value of 8, so that

V = f(8).
Differentiating the above twice with respect to x, y 

and z separately and substituting in the Laplacefs equation, 
we get

f »1 (8) (V 8 ) s + f» (8) v 8e = 0

or ^ 2 _  .-£!!!£!„ 8<e) (i)
_________________ (ve)a f'(6)____________________________
^•SMYTHE, W.R.: 'Static and Dynamic Electricity1, Page 109.
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where

and d® df_ + a®
dx* dy® dz®

The condition, therefore, that the surfaces F(x,y,z) 
- G be equipotentials, is that v®(0)/(v0)® be a function 
of 0 only*

To get the actual potential, we integrate equation
(1) twice, so that

Let us now examine if the confocal conicoids repre
sented by the parametric equation

can be equipotentials* Depending on the inter-relationship 
of the values of a, b, c and 0, equation (3) can represent 
either ellipsoids or hyperboloids* We are, however, inter
ested only in the case when a = b> c and - e8<  0 <00 , thus 
giving a set of confocal oblate spheroids* Let

f  (6) = v = hj&~ ae + b (2)

(3)

M = ----_---- +  i----  +
“  (a® + e )n (b8 + e )n (C® + 0)n

and w a — ±  x — ±— —  + .. nr.......
* a® ♦ 0 b® + e c® ♦ e

With this notation, = 1, and differentiating this with 
respect to x, y and z separately, we get
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ae 2x
dx Ms (a + 0)

and similar expressions for || and || . Squaring each of
these and adding

<v0)a - A  .

Differentiating again,

a*e _
OX M„ (a + 6)

2 5' 8xa 8xaMe
a8 + 0)s (a8 + 0) i etc •

Adding

v a
Ma m :

2H
Ma

Substituting in equation (1),

v  ae
(ve)'

2K Ma _ N _ 1
M„ T  ~ 2 “ 2 a8 + 0 b® + © ca + = 0(6)

So the confocal conicoids represented by equation (3) can be 
equipotentials and the potential is given by

© *
V * A e aa + © b53 + 0 c* ♦ ©_1 ♦ -rri—  + 1 d0

d0 + B

e
- i log (aa + 0)(ba + 0)(ca + 0)

* A I e d© + B
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.0
or V 38 A J [(aa + 0)(ba + 0)(c8 + 0)j 1/sd0 + B (l̂.)

0

The two arbitrary constants A and B are determined 
from the two conditions:

(1) V » 0 at 0 « X

(2) As S approaches infinity, the equipotential sur
face approaches a hemi-sphere of great radius R*

Applying the first of the two to equation (I}.), we have 
.00

0 » A J [(a3 + 0) (b3 + 9)(c3 4- 0)] “1/8d0 + B 
0

. .00
or

0
B -  -  A /  [(a8 + e ) (b 8 + 0)(ca + 6)] - 1 /2 de

Substituting this value in equation (ij.),
,e

V - A [(a3 + 0) (b3 + 9)(c3 + 0)] ~1/ad0 
0 
.00

- A /  [(a3 + 0) (b® + 6) (c3 + 0)]“1/ad0 
0
roc

or V ® - A J [(a3 + ©)(b3 + 0)(ca + 0)] 1/ad0 
0

For an oblate spheroid, a = b, so 

fx  iv * - a / —   de (kt)
J (a + e) v o  + 0
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and equation (3) reduces to

* T5-V S' - 1 (5)a + 0 cs + 0

where r2 » x2 + y2 .
To evaluate A, let us apply condition (2). As 0 be

comes larger and larger, a2 and c2 become negligible compared 
to 0 and equation (5) yields

r8 + z2 = 0 =2 R2 

so that 4* « 2R.

Now the electric intensity, as 0 goes to infinity, is 
given by

F « ££0 OC dR
„ av ae
a aS dR

a --------------- ----------— —  • 2R
(a* + 6) ► 0

 ------ ,2H since as<g;j0»o80V a

 2A
R2

But, also, E = Jp

= JeA*
l a
2tcR

where J = current density,
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X » current from the entire electrode, 
p = resistivity of the medium,

A 1 = 2kRz « area of hemisphere at infinity. 
Equating the two values of E at infinity,

— —  a — ifi—
Ra 2fiR

or A = " t i

So equation (l̂ f) changes to

OC

e
(a8 + 0) \/o  + e

de

Pi 2 . arctan
Va® ~ csJ

oc

e

•% V a a -
%/2 — arctan \/c* ♦ e

Va® — c®_

-
11 ’ Va® -  ca

• arctan V  c® + e 
V a ®  - oa

(6)

Before we proceed any further, let us determine the 
configuration of the current lines. To do this, we shall 
have to find the orthogonal trajectories to the set of oblate 
spheroids represented by equation (£), viz:
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where, again, c<a, - c2<  0<OC and r2 » x2 ♦ y2.
Differentiating the above equation with respect to z 

and solving for 0, we get

e as - (c2rp + a2z)/(rp + z) where p »

Re-substitution of this value of 0 in equation (5) 
yields, after simplification and re-arrangement,

zrp2 + (z2 + a2 - c2 - r2 )p - zr * 0 (7)

This is the differential equation of the oblate spher
oids* The orthogonal trajectories will be given by replacing 
p by - ~ • AccordinglyJsr

zr(— )2 - (z2 + a2 - c2 - r2 )— — zr » 0-P P

or zr - (z2 ♦ a2 - c2 - r2 )p - zrp2 - 0

or zrp2 + (z2~+ a2 - c2 - r2 )p — zr - 0 (8)

Since equations (7) and (8) are identical, the surfaces re
represented by equation (5) must be self-orthogonal. So the 
orthogonal trajectories, we are looking for, are given by 
the confocal hyperboloids of one sheet represented by the 
equation

r2 z2 ■ 1 (9)a ♦ 0 c* + 0

where c<a, - a2<  0 < -  o2 and r2 » x2 + y2.
Let us now shrink the vertical axis c of the mother



oblate spheroid down to nothing, so that the spheroid be
comes a circular plate and the focal length f (half the 
distance between the foci) becomes identical with the radius 
of the plate* If, now, 2R is the diameter of the central 
circular plate of our Guard Ring Electrode, the equation of 
the hyperboloid having its vertex on the circumference of 
A (Pig, 2) is

F  - prr-ss - i <io)
Expressing each of the quantities in the above equa

tion in units of f (i.e. the total radius of the Guard Ring 
Electrode) and priming them, we have

( r ' ) "  _  U ’ )a = ,
(R 1 )a 1 - (R')s

Pig. 3 shows the bounding current lines from the central 
electrode A when R/f equals 0.2 and 0.1 • This shows how an 
increased radius for the guard electrode gives an increased 
focussing. This is also brought out by Pig. ij. where the ra
dius of the hyperboloid have been plotted against the radius 
of the Guard Ring Electrode for a fixed depth and a fixed 
size of the centre electrode (R = 1, z = 10). The formula 
follows from equation (10),
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0.2

Figure 3

Bounding Current Lines From The Centre Electrode. 
Illustrates Increase In Focussing With Increase of 
The Relative Diameter of The Outer Electrode. Ra

tio of Diameters f? and 10.
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The Radius (r) of The Hyperboloid of 
Current From The Centre Electrode Plo
tted Against The Radius of The Outer 
Electrode For Fixed R and z.
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Let us, now, go back to equation (6). Since we shall
measure the current only from the centre electrode A, it is
necessary that I in equation (6) be expressed in terms of
I , the current through the centre electrode, c

The current lines at infinity will coincide with the 
asymptotes of the hyperboloids and the current density will 
be the same for all areas. For the hyperboloid having its 
vertex at a distance R from the centre, the asymptote will 
make an angle a with the horizontal given by (Fig. 5)

2R

Figure £

tan a » Vf* - Rs
R

or a 38 arctan Vf* - Ra
R

Therefore,

» %/Z —  a .
We now need to find the area on an infinite hemi

sphere of radius S included by the hyperboloid of one sheet
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whose asymptotes make an angle B with the vertical. It is 
given by (Pig. 6) -

Therefore,

Figure 6

A - / a .in9 SdO
'O

= 2tcs® / sineae 
yo

= 2ttS®(1 - cosp) 

sa 2tcS®(1 - sina) 

2rcS®
2tiS (1 - sina

or Ifi. f
£ -\/£a - R1 (ID

Substituting in (6) the value of I given by equation
(11), we have, since a® - c® = f®,

1 .... fY  =  -̂ -2. #----  --------
dn £ -\/f® - R® arctan (12)

\/C® 4' 0
We shall now apply this result to the solution of the
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problem of layered media* Let a semi-infinite medium of 
resistivity pg be overlain by two layers of resistivities 
px and pa, and thicknesses hx and ha respectively 
(Pig* ?)• If (hx + ha ) is within the range of focussing,

it can be assumed that each interface (0,1 and 2) is an equi 
potential.

The resistance, by definition, is the ratio of the 
potential to the current* Assuming for the moment that px 
extends from the surface to infinity, the resistance between 
the electrode on the surface and infinity is given fey

m

Figure 7

V
Pi L Occ

farctan ~c (13)

For similar reasons, the resistance between the interface 
(1) and infinity - still assuming px to extend from surface
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up to infinity - is

Pi
VT. Pi 1 fa    » — arctan —      -1 (ik)

la5 f -Vfs - R2 hj. + o

So the resistance, encountered by the oentre eleotrode A 
between the interfaces (0) and (1), is

Ri - <13> " = fe [ " ot“  o " arctanEf+?]

Let us assume now that pg, not px, extends from the 
surface to infinity. The potential at the interface (1), 
from equation (12), is

Pa-'-e 1 fV =* —5“  ---— t- .-*=—  arctan ---- —
2n f - Vi*2 ~ Rs hx 4* c

And the, resistance between interface (1) and infinity is 

V 1 1 f•a as <«•—  — - - - « a:::   = ■ a r C  t a n       """*  ( If? )*c f -\/fa - R hj, + ora 1®

Similarly, the resistance between interface (2) and infinity 
is

V IOj
1 arctan-— -— £----- (16)

2a} * f -Vf* - R8 hl ♦ h8 + 0

So the resistance encountered by the centre electrode A bet
ween interfaces (1) and (2) is



ai

Rs = (15) - (16)

t -N/f" - R! arctan — arctan h1+ h + c

And the resistance between interface (2) and infinity, 
assuming p3 to extend all over, is

1 fE Ps25 f - Vf - R'
arctan

h i  + h a +  c

Now, considering all the layers at the same time, if 
pa is the apparent resistivity presented to the electrode, 
the total resistance from the surface of the ground'to infi
nity is

P,
= R,

OGC
a25 t -Vf2 - r! arctan — (17)

But, also

p_ i f*Therefore, arctan — »
f -\/f2 - R2 C

P i25

^ a25

i f f  ------  arctan — — arctanf - V f 3 - r s L c h— 1 V ° J
f - V jT® - Ra L

r fI arctan ;-------arctanh1+o h, +h +c_ l  a

a * f - V f 3 - R‘
arctan hj^+hg+c
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or P„ , arotan f/(h,+ o)
rn*Jm 5 5  mtm m..     i mu m mmm mm»m -i n « piw i w  m ipx arc tan f/c

p8 arctan f/(h1+ c) — arctan f / ( h h2+ c) 
_  arctan f/e

♦
p_ arctan f/(h_+ h + c)a. H a  ; . . _R iPx arctan f/c

If we now put c ® 0,

£s. = 1 +  2 
Px *■ * *

* I

£a _ xPx
farctan tj-

£§ — £a
_ Px Pi " otanE ^ r i £  (17')

For a two layer case, pg= ps, and

rx = a p c ta n f

2 f Pa 1 f * ^ + it [p^ ~ h * since f/h. is small.
i

In expressions (171) and (17,f)> ** stands for the radius of
the entire electrode.

To measure in the field, the formula to be usedr a
is, from (1 7 )#

p « l).(f -Vta - R® ) \
0

where the quantity within the bracket is a constant.

The basic assumption, in the above treatment, is that
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the inter-layer boundaries coincide with the equipotential 
surfaces. The current lines are normal to the boundaries 
and, consequently, pass through without any distortion. This 
will hold reasonably true only when the boundaries are not 
far removed from the electrode itself, that is, the discon
tinuities are shallow. If otherwise, current lines will no 
longer meet the boundaries at right angles, and their dis
tortions will have to be taken care of. Solutions for such 
cases, however, become unnecessary since we are going be
yond the limit of focussing of the electrode.

Pig. 8 is a theoretical plot of equation (17**) for 
various resistivity ratios in a two-layer case. For under
lying beds more resistive than the surface layer, curves 
have been drawn for resistivity ratios starting from 1.5 

through 10.0 in steps of 0.5 • In the reverse case, that 
is, when the surface layer is less conducting than that 
below, the resistivity ratios used are from 0.95 through
0.10 in steps of 0.50 • It Is to be noted that the vari
ations in the apparent resistivities for (1 ) different 
resistivity ratios and also for (2 ) different depths are 
small# Field measurements will have, therefore, to be very 
accurate for this method to be suitable for determining 
bed-thicknesses. As the depth increases, the curves for 
various resistivity ratios approach one another so close 
as to make any interpretation impractical. This, again,
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signifies that the method can be possibly used only for very 
shallow prospecting* This has been verified by model tank 
experiments (vide next section)*

The usual methods of Resistivity Curve Interpretation, 
vizj (1) Tagg's Methods1, (2) Roman1s Method8 and (3) the 
Method of Curve Matching, may be used*

1 TAGG, G. P*: * Interpretation of Resistivity Measurements1,
A.I.M.E. TRANS., GEOPHYSICAL PROSPECTING, 
1931)-.

- - : fInterpretation of Earth Resistivity Curves1,
A.I.M.E. TRANS., GEOPHYSICS, 19l)-0.

8 ROMAN, I. : 'Some Interpretations of Earth Resistivity
Data', A.I.M.E. TRANS., GEOPHYSICAL PROSPEC
TING, 1931)..
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Experiment

It is clear from the foregoing discussions that the 
indications by this method for horizontal boundaries would 
not be spectacular* It Is reasonable, however, to expect 
that vertical discontinuities would show more sharply* That 
Is why the experiments were entirely restricted to studying 
possible indications due to vertical boundaries*

Fig* 9 shows the type of electrode used in the ex
periment* The centre and the outer electrodes had diameters

Insulator

Outer Electrode

Centre Electrode

Figure 9

of 1*2 and 7 •k- centimeters respectively, and were sep
arated from each other by a thin band of insulator.

The electrical circuit is shown in Fig* 10 • The 
vacuum tube voltmeter VJL in parallel with an 1-ohm resis
tance measures the current through the centre electrode (CE) 
only* The adjustable resistance R in the outer electrode 
(0E) oircult balances the resistance of the current measur-
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ing device• The balance is indicated by the second vacuum

tube voltmeter reading zero.

Experiment In Sand Tank
)

The experiments were started in a sand-tank approxi
mately 6*5 by 2.3 by 2.3 cubic feet in size. With such 
small tank dimensions, it is imperative that the effect of 
the boundaries of the tank be properly taken of. Strips of 
lead connected by variable resistances and separated by equ
al angles from the centre were spaced along the walls of the 
tank. The resistances were varied until the potential lines 
due to a point electrode in the centre of the tank were cir
cular as traced on the surface of the sand. The idea was to 
provide to the current lines a path that would simulate the 
resistance of the sand bed from the walls of the tank up to 
infinity.

The vertical discontinuity was due to a wall of bricks 
in the middle portion of the tank rising from the bottom up 
to about 12 centimeters of the surface. The current read-

K

OE CE OE
Far End 
of Tank

Figure 10
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ings, as the electrode was traversed from one side of the 
vertical boundary to the other, were erratic, beoause of 
the variable contact resistance of the electrode.

Experiment In Water Tank

In view of the above-mentioned difficulty of the 
variable contact resistance, it was decided to conduct the 
experiment over water rather than over sand. Changes of 
current in the main circuit (centre electrode circuit) 
could now be taken as solely due to changes in subsurface 
resistivity. The tank was 19 feet long, 9 feet wide and 7 
feet deep, and so did not require any correction for the 
boundary effects# The simulated ore-body was a block of wood, 
2 . 5 by 2.5 by 1*5 cubic feet, properly water-proofed and 
kept under water by means of weights. Its depth below the 
surface of water could be varied at will. Fig. 11 summarises 
the results of three runs with the block of wood at differ
ent depths. Curves obtained by an ordinary point electrode 
and by the Guard Ring Electrode are placed side by side for 
comparison.
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Experimental Results With Guard Ring 
Electrode
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Results And Conelusions

For depths of the order of the diameter of the elec
trode or slightly better* the indication for the vertical 
boundary is definitely sharper than that by the point elec
trode© But it dies out very rapidly with depth as does that 
for the point electrode. This is also brought out by Fig. 3* 
With a ratio of the radii of one to five, the diameter of 
the hyperboloid of current from the centre electrode becomes 
equal to half that of the electrode itself at a depth rough
ly equal to the electrode diameter. The conditions improve 
as the size of the outer electrode is relatively increased. 
The length of the guard electrode used by the Halliburton 
Oil Well Cementing Company1 was 10 feet. For bore-hole in
vestigations, (1 ) 10 feet is not too inconvenient a size and 
(2) the depth of penetration required is small. On the other 
hand, for surface exploration with a Guard Ring Electrode, 
such sizes (10 feet diameter) are utterly useless, and, even 
then, the limit of useful penetration will be good only for 
very near-surface exploration.

The problem of the variable contact resistance in the
field can be avoided without much trouble. Even in the case
of prospecting by the Gish-Rooney method using stakes, it is
sometimes necessary to soak the ground overnight in salt-
1 »Guard Electrode Logging1, Electrical Well Services Lab

oratory Bulletin, HALLIBURTON OIL WELL CEMENTING COMPANY, 
April, 1952.
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water to have a good ground contact® For the Guard Ring 
Electrode or some modified form of it that can be used for 
prospecting, it would not be impractical to dig small holes 
with a hand-auger ( as is done for placement of geophones in 
seismic work), pour some mud in them and put the electrode 
in*

It is understood by now that the use of the Guard 
Ring Electrode for field prospecting necessitates a consi
derable increase in the range of focussing* There are only 
two ways of doing it, viz:

(1) To increase the relative diameter of the outer 
electrode,

and/or (2) To keep the outer electrode at a much higher 
potential compared to that of the centre one®

The first alternative is not practical* To have any reason
able depth of penetration, the size of the electrode will 
have to be tremendously big - much bigger than what can be 
conveniently handled in the field© Therefore we shall now 
investigate the possibilities of the second choice* An elec
trode in which the outer annular ring is kept at a higher 
potential will henceforth be called a Modified Guard Ring 
Electrode*
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MODIFIED GUARD RING ELECTRODES 

Analysis

As mentioned already, the Modified Guard Ring Elec
trode consists of a circular plate (Pig# 1 2 ) of radius q
such that (1 ) for 0 < r < p  the potential is Vx and for 
p < r < q  the potential is VR (V^> VA and q>p)* The analysis

is done in four steps:
(I) The potential due to the 
circular diso of radius q
and potential Va is found,
(II) and (III) Step (I) is 
repeated for a disc of radius 
p kept at potentials V8 and

(IV) The potential for the 
Figure 12

Modified Guard Ring Electrode 
is obtained by subtracting (II) from the sum of (I) and (III).

Step I

■* The potential of a system of confocal ellipsoids is 
given by equation (If), viz:

rev « a  |_(as+ e)(b®+ e)(ca+ e)]~1/ade + b (if)
o

where a > b > c and -c8<  © <GD • The constants A and B are 
to be evaluated from the boundary conditions:
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(1) V = 0 at e « oc
(2) V = V„ at 8 = 0s

Applying condition (1) to equation (ij.), we have 
r QC

A/[(as+ e)(bs+ 0)(os+ 9)] ”1/ade + B » 0
0

s OC
or B = - a/ [(aa+ 0)(ba+ 0)(oa+ 0)] "1/2dQ

0

Substituting this value or B back in equation (Ij.),
r©

V, = A f(as+ 0) (ba+ 6 )(ea+ 0)]“1 /ad0
0 
.00

- At [(aa+ 0)(ba+ 0)(ca+ 0)]-1 /ad0 

.00
- - A [(a8+ 0 ) (ba+ 0 )(ca+ 0 2  -1 /ad0 (1 8 )

0
By now applying boundary condition (2) to equation (18), we 
get  ̂OC

—i / aSB »  ^  I i i n •'+ m  i i n n lift'* n n

0
va - - A / [(aa+ 0) (ba+ 0) (ca+ 0 )J d0

or OC
A(as+ ©)(bs+ ©)(ca+ 0 )]"1 /ad0 
0

Inserting for A in equation (18)#

OC/VAJ
/ [ ( aa+ 0 ) (b a+ 0 ) (oa+ 0 ) ] " 1 /a de

V A = V8 A__---------------------------- (1 9 )
/[(aa+ 0 ) (b a+ 0 )(ca+ 0 )]“1 /ad0
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If we let a » b and replace (xs+ ys ) by r2 in 
equation (3 ), the ellipsoids change over to oblate spheroids. 
The numerator of equation (19)* in that case, becomes 

00
V
31 (ba+ &)Vc*+ e 
e

ae “ Vb8- o' arctan V b ^ V a 
VoB+ e

The denominator is given by 
OC
---- 1—   d9 =
(ba+ 0 )V c a+ 6 V b 8- c8

arctan Vo*+ 0
Vb8- ca

OC

'2 —  arctan
V b 2- c2-1

Therefore, from (19)*

V

V /bS~"
arctan ca

arctan vG 8̂
Ve8+ 0

*  Carctan —&■—  »■
sr (20)

Now let the z-axis shrink until c goes to zero* The 
mother oblate spheroid reduces to a circular plate of radius 
b and potential Vs* Replacing a in equation (5) and b in 
equation (2 0 ) by q, we get for the potential at any outside 
point due to a disc of radius q and potential V2,

2V
i if arctan ^ <ai)
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where 0 is obtained from the relation

— s— r + | S = 1 0 < 6  <0C (22)e u  —

Solving the quadratic equation (22) for 0,

e « I  [(rs+ Za- qs ) + v 7̂ 8 -  *•”" Z“ J8 + W * 2 S ]  <23)

Since 9 must lie between zero and infinity, only the posi
tive sign before the radical shall be considered#

Step II

By a similar procedure, the potential at any point 
outside a circular plate of radius p and potential V* is 
given by

2V0 p
V±1 = — arctan (2a )

where
e1 = ^  [ ( r ®+ z“_ p8 > + \/(ps- r*- z* >* + It-p"za] (2$)

0X being restricted to positive values only#

Step III
mmrn— m d t m  m m v

2V
v m  a " T  arctan ^  (26)

Step IV

The potential of a Modified Guard Bing Electrode is,
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therefore, from (2 1 ), (2l|) and (26),

Vii

arctan
i
(27)

Expressing all the potentials in terms of and all 
the distances in terms of p, we get from (2 7 ), (2 3 ) and (2 5 ),

0* » j|[(r!®4- z>8- q,s) + \ Z i q ' a-  r,a— z1®)® + lj_q,azf0]
(29)

0i  = 2 Br,3 -f  z ' a“  ^  + V U  ”  r ,a“ z , a )a + I4-Z**J (30) 

When q* « 5 and equation (28) becomes

The distribution of equipotential sin*faces in this 
case is shown in Pig. 13 • The following are to be noted:

(1) Since current can flow only from higher to lower 
potentials, no current will leave the centre electrode that 
is being kept at the lower potential, „

(2) Current will flow to the centre electrode from 
adjacent portions of the outer one,

(3) Part of the outer electrode remote from the centre

V 1 * ~ V 1 arctan —  —  £ (V1 - 1) arctan (28)11 3 v§l * 3 VeT*/ 1/

V* « 1.5915 arctan — 0 *95^9 arctan - ~VQ t V0i
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Figure 13

Traces of Equipotential Surfaces (Vertical Section 
Through Axis) Due To The Modified Guard Ring Elec
trode. Ratio of Radii 1 to 5* Ratio of Potentials

1 to 2.5
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will send current in space,
(lj.) From symmetry, the neutral point which is charac

terized by -|= - ■fr - 0 must lie on the axis r = 0 • J dr dz
By differentiating equation (28) with respect to r and

The depth of the neutral point, therefore, increases roughly 
as the square root of the ratio of the radii of the plates. 
Even it were possible to use the neutral point for the loca
tion of any anomalies, the depth of penetration would still 
be much too small for any practical size of the Modified 
Guard Ring Electrode.

3Vsetting r equal to zero, it can be shown that is zero
for all values of z .

From equations (29) and (30),

8 » = 0 f s Z fax for r 0

Therefore, from (28),

V' = I V ’ arctan ^  -  §  (VJ - 1) arctan

S o  iSLI =  i=. (VI -  1) — 1--r° az? % Zf3+ !

or
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Experiments

To investigate experimentally the possibility of 
keeping the two portions of the electrode at different pot 
entials without any current flowing from one to the other, 
the following circuit (Pig* 1if) was tried:

OE

Figure llf

While the centre electrode (CE) circuit was fed from 
a square wave generator G generating 80 volts at 16 c* 
p* s«, the source for the outer electrode (OE) was a direct 
current Power Supply giving up to 500 volts* The object 
was to isolate the two circuits by means of blocking devices* 
The large condenser C would allow the square wave to pass 
through, but would block any direct current due to the outer 
electrode being at a higher potential. The rectifier R was 
meant to prevent any alternating current from flowing through 
the outer circuit. It was thought that, to start with, the
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D. C. Power Supply would charge the condenser C to its own 
potential, and then current would flow out of CE and OE 
as if they were two distinct circuits. Since focussing would 
exist only during the positive halves of the square wave, 
the ammeter A measured the current only during those por
tions of the cycles® The rectifier R_ was a by-pass for the 
current in the other direction.

The circuit did not work. To explain this, we shall 
assume for the moment that the various circuit elements, ex
cept the water in the tank, have no resistances. If the D. C. 
supply is generating $00 volts, the outer electrode OE 
would be at a potential of $00 volts. With the generator 0 
turned off, the condenser C and so the electrode CE 
would be charged to a potential of $00 volts also. Now if 
the square wave Is turned on, there would be superimposed on 
CE an alternating + 80 volts. During the positive half of 
the cycle, OE and CE would be at potentials of 500 and 
$80 volts respectively. The rectifier Rx will be blocked 
and current will flow out of CE only. During the negative 
half, OE will have a potential of $00 volts whereas CE 
will have kP.0 volts. Curront shall flow from OE to CE 
until both are at the same potential. OE Is, therefore, 
never at a higher potential than CE during any part of 
the cycle.

Prom what we have seen in the analysis and the ex-



periment, it is not possible, with the present form of the 
Modified Guard Ring Electrode, to maintain the two parts of 
the electrode at different potentials with no current flow
ing between them. Yet that is exactly what is needed to ach
ieve an increased range of focussing.

Following the idea of Laterolog1, let us examine the 
possibilities of a slightly different type of electrode de
fined by

V = for 0 < r < p

V « Vs for q < r < s

where Va> Va, s > q >  P and z » 0 . In this case, the poten
tial at any point (r,z) is given by

2V a a 2V, „V 855 (arctan -7=- — arctan - » )  + —“  arctan -£=? (3 1 )* *.

where, again,

“ i |jr8+ zS“ 38) + 'v/fa*- zs )s + l̂ s8za J

ea = |[(ra+za- qa ) + r8~ a* + J
e8 = | [(ra+ za— pa) + (ps— ra- z8 )* + lipaza J

0^  ©a and 0 3 being positive numbers greater than zero.
If no current is to flow from the outer electrode to

the inner one, there must exist between the two a point of
^DOLL, H • G.V 1The Laterolog: A New Resistivity Logging Me

thod With Electrodes Using An Automatic Fo
cussing System*, SCHLUMBERGER WELL SURVEYING 
CORPORATION.
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no current (neutral point)* Since 0 fs must always be grea
ter than zero, equation (3 1 ) is not suitable for locating 
the neutral point analytically. Hecourse will, therefore, be 
taken to an experimental test*

The present form of the electrode is shown in Pig* 15. 
Px and P8 are two potential pick-up electrodes located clos-

Figure 15

er to the inner piece. Pig. 16 gives the electrical connec
tions. The outer and the inner electrodes were fed by two

Generator 
5 0 0 ops Far End 

of Tank1 ohm

OE

Figure 16
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094»rHO
>

> 20

10

O.ij.0 1.601.20

Figure 17

Variation of (1) Current Thru Centre Electrode And
(2) Potential Difference Between Pick-up Electrodes 
With Increase In Potential of Outer Annular Ring of 

Modified Guard Ring Electrode.
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separate variacs (adjustable transformers) connected in
parallel to a 500 c• p. s. generator• The current I thr-
ough the centre electrode is measured by the vacuum tube
voltmeter Vx in parallel with an 1-ohm resistance, A similar
voltmeter Va measures the potential difference V between the

v apick-up electrodes. The variations of . and V with y=- 
is graphed in Pig. 17. As the potential of OE (Va ) is raised 
relative to that of CE (V^, the potential difference bet
ween Px and Pa goes through a minimum in stead of zero, the 
expected characteristic of a neutral point. As is raised 
further, the current IQ passes through zero and changes di
rection. The phenomenon of the minimum potential difference 
between the pick-ups can only be explained by assuming a 
residual potential field due to induction. This is corrobor
ated by the results obtained from using electrodes of dimi
nished size. When the electrode of Fig^ 15 is replaced by a

•
Vv»

. . .. • • £ S 1-.
Va . v x v8 v a v a

•v *
(a) (b)

Figure 18

system of point (stake) electrodes as shown in Pig. 18 (a)



and (b), the residual potential reduces from l*li5 volts 
to O.lL-5 and 0.02 volts respectively.
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DISCUSSION

With the typo of electrodes sketched in Figs. 15 and 
18(a), it is possible to increase, up to a certain limit, 
the relative potential of the outer piece, and still not let 
any current flow between the pieces. As the relative poten
tial is increased, the neutral point shifts towards the cen
tre electrode. When the limit is surpassed, current flows 
from the outer electrode to the inner. From the experiments 
described in the latter part of the previous section, this 
limiting value does not seem to be too high. Besides, there 
is no reason to believe that the depth of focussing would in 
any case be more than ten times the dimensions of the elec
trode itself. Under these circumstances, the size of the 
electrode will have to be increased for even very shallow 
prospecting. To have a penetration of about $Q feet, the 
dimension of the electrode will have to be at least five 
feet.

Due mainly to the inconvenience in handling that is 
inherent with such big sizes, electrodes of the form of Fig. 
lf> naturally go out of the picture. The kind shown in Fig, 
1 8 (a) may yield some results for extremely shallow deposits. 
As the distance between the centre and the outer point elec
trodes is increased to obtain depth of penetration, it will 
be necessary to increase the number of the outer eleotrodes. 
For otherwise, contrary to what is desired, the current from
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the centre electrode will cease to have the form of a verti
cal cylinder*

To realise fully the usefulness and the limitations 
of this kind of electrode, some more work need be done along 
the following lines:

(1) Theoretical and experimental investigations as to 
the relation between the position of the neutral point and 
the relative magnitude of the potential of the outer elec
trodes* The limiting value of this potential, beyond which 
current flows from the outer to the inner electrode, is of 
special interest* Direct current may preferably be used in 
order to avoid any stray fields due to induction,

(2) Investigations as to the depth of penetration 
with such a system. For theoretical purposes, the depth of 
penetration may be arbitrarily assumed to be that depth at 
which the current beam becomes as wide as the entire elec
trode ,

(3) Application in the field in case the above in
vestigations prove favorable*
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